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Leaving the stereotypes

Hosanna explores the politics of love MASADA
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By Agnes Kruchioîipfi ppp mui m?icarry the whole action and yet films: the nature and implications of for the moment of her life - to his two actors, the Richards Mot!etie 
produce drama on a most varied and a homosexual relationship. appear at the local club as the idol of and Donat ° Monette

igsas "Eeees
poignant nnaie. of its contemporaries, but by its in- has been a prelude to this moment, meaning. His sometimes self-

Such a play is Hosanna by Michel tricacy and thoughtfulness explores which she hopes will make her the mocking, exaggerated joual-ish 
Tremblay, in a production by the nature of human relationships in uncontested queen of the queens. French accent makes for many a 
Tarragon Theatre now playing at the general and love relationships (homo Instead, it turns into the worst fiasco light moment in the play. Richard 
Global Village Theatre on St. and heterosexual) in particular. °f her life and she is humiliated Donat plays Cuirette with less art- 
Nicholas Street. The action revolves around Hosan- beyond redemption by the others. fulness, giving his emotions a chance

The topic of the play is not to be na, a transvestite hairdresser played did not know you all hated me to shine through his simple honest
so much,” she moans. Her viciously style-
quick tongue and arrogance have The P*ay is running until October 
alienated her from her cronies 6\ following which it moves to the 
forever. Bijou Theatre on Broadway in New

In the compressed time period Y,ork’ one of 016 verY few Canadian 
that follows, we are offered an in- plays to do 50 since the ’50s. Tickets 
sight into life in the homosexual sub- ?IeJ?4 and $5 on weeknights, $5 and 
culture of Montreal: vicious in- fb ,day and Saturday nights, and 
fighting, infidelities, restlessness, ,. r. students at the Saturday 
orgies and a constant presence of sex matl"e6- m general there are $2 rush 
in a meatmarket way that makes the tickets for students, but don’t count
worst chauvinist in the heterosexual on lt, to° much as the play is quite

popular.8 Hundreds oi Poplin Nylon Lv«lh«, Mellon. Corduroy 
J^chets. Slopp® « Sweat A T Sturts
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2462 Yonge Street Telephone 486 0997 486 0999world look like a sensitive humanist.
During an incredible 45-minute 

monologue throughout which actor 
Richard Monette keeps the audience 
in the palm of his hand and main
tains the dramatic tension without 
allowing a moment’s lag, Hosanna 
recounts the events of the night, her 
long preparation and attempts by 
friends to warn her, and her final 
humiliation.
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y Slowly the realization dawns on 
her that her whole life hitherto has 
been a sham; that ‘her’ desire to be 
beautiful and to look like the real 
Elizabeth Taylor has been nothing 
more than ? ‘papier-maché’ dream; 
and that all of this has conflicted 
with ‘her’ other being, ‘her’ desire to 
be an active human being, and the 
profoundest part of ‘herself’ that was 
male.
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SOME PEOPLE FIND OUT THE HARO WAY 
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The couple realize they have been 
trying to act out a heterosexual 
relationship with all of the trim
mings, and that it will no longer

Richard Monette and Richard Donat appear in Hosanna, Michel L
Tremblay’s sensationally successful play produced by Tarragon « is a credit to all of the people in- 
Productions at the Global Village Theatre. The play is directed by Bill volved that the production is becom- 
Glassco, who has directed such notable successes as Creeps and i?,8 3,1 ov®rnight classic. Director Bill 
Leaving Home. Glassco, has unerringly grasped the

thread of the plot and unwound it to
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Roots would like 
your next walk to class 

to be a part of your education.
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We’d like you to learn a little about your part of the shoe. You immediately stand 
feet - why they work as they do, and why straighten And when you walk, you use 
they dont always work as they should, leg muscles you probably haven’t used 
Did you know, for example, that if instead for years. All of this takes the load off 
of banging your soles about on campus other parts of your body, parts which all 
concrete, you were to go strolling bare- too often get overworked from incorrect 
foot on a beach, two things would result, posture. If you’re wondering whether all
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First, your grades would drop. Sec
ondly, your heel would make the 
deepest part of your footprint.
This is because nature intend- / 
ed your heel to be the lowest I 
part of your body. So in Roots 
your heel sits in the lowest L

this can happen in good-looking 
well-made footwear, try on a pair 

\ for yourself. One look should 
W persuade you that Roots is 

much more than a beautiful 
idea.
It’s also a very attractive shoe.
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Ûi On presentation of this coupon you may have 1 
teen Burger platter free with purchase of second 
teen burger platter.!i
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